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Let .Y be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing real functions. The dual 
space Y* consists of the tempered distributions and the relation .i”’ c L’(iR) c .I*‘* 
holds. Let y be the Gaussian white noise on .ic* with the characteristic func- 
tional f(c) = exp(- ll<\1*/2), t;E .Y’, where 11 . 11 is the L*(R)-norm. Let v be the 
Poisson white noise on .ic* with the characteristic functional $((r) = 
exp0’R JR { [exp(iT(t)u)] - 1 - (1 + u2)-‘(i&(t)u)} dq(u) dt), 5 E Y, where the Levy 
measure is assumed to satisfy the condition (R uz dq(u) ( 03. It is proved that y * v 
has the same dichotomy property for shifts as the Gaussian white noise, i.e., for any 
wE.Y*, the shift (y * v),,, of y * v by w and y * v are either equivalent or 
orthogonal. They are equivalent if and only if when w EL*@) and the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative is derived. It is also proved that for the Poisson white 
noise v,,, is orthogonal to v for any non-zero o in .Y*. 
1. INTR~OUC~~N 
Let 9 be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing real P-functions. The 
dual space P* consists of the tempered distributions and we have the triple 
.4a c L2(lR) c Y * (Hida [4,5]). Let y be the Gaussian white noise on 9 * 
with the characteristic functional given by 
WI = ew{- Il~ll’/21~ <EY, 
where (1 . (I is L’(iR)-norm (see Hida [5, p. 1221). For w E ,4p*, let y, be the 
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shift of y by w, i.e., y,(A) = y(A - w), A E 9(,i”*). It is well known that 
either y, - N y (equivalent) of y, 1 y (orthogonal), and that y, M y if and only 
if o EL’(H) (see Hida [5, p. 2171 or Kuo [6]). Moreover, for h EL’(iR), 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by (d~~/dy)(w) = exp(- f (]h(]’ + 
04 w)/* 
Let v be a Poisson white noise on Y* with the characteristic functional 
given by 
where the Levy measure q satisfies the condition 
In this paper we study the shift property of v and of the generalized white 
noise p = y * v (Hida [4, p. 1471) under the assumption 
I 
22 dr/(u) < co. 
R 
In Theorem 1 we prove that p has the same dichotomy property for shifts as 
the Gaussian white noise ‘y. In Theorem 2 we prove that for any w # 0 in 
y*, V, I v. We also obtain in Theorem 3 an expression for the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative &,/&. We would like to point out that we do 
not need Theorem 2 for the proof of Theorem 1. We mention also that in the 
proofs we utilize some simple but very useful techniques first used by 
Dudley [3] (cf. Tortrat [8] and Smolenski [7]). 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
In this section we prove some lemmas concerning probability measures on 
a separable Frichet (locally convex) space X. Let X’ be the topological dual 
space of X. For a probability measures p on X, we use s, to denote the 
topology on X’ given by convergence in measure ~1. Detine the linear kernel 
space J,, of p to be the dual space of (X’, s,), i.e., J+ = (X’, s,,)‘. 
LEMMA 1 (Bore11 [ 11). 
J,,=n EcX,,u(E)=l,Eisalinearset 
I 
cc 
and E = u K, with K, convex and compact . 
?I=1 I 
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We will call x in X an admissible shift of p if p, * p (absolutely 
continuous). Let AS@) denote the set of admissible shifts of p. 
LEMMA 2 (Dudley [3]). 
(a) If AS(u) is a linear space, then pz z ,u for all x E AS@). 
(b) ,uxl,ufor aZZx&J,. 
Cc) AS@) = J,, . 
Proof. To show (a), suppose x E AS(u). Then pu, 4 1 and ,u --x <P. But 
p-x < ,u implies that ,u < p,, and so px z p. (b) follows from Lemma 1. 
Obviously, (c) follows from (b). 
LEMMA 3. For any probability measures p and I, AS(p) c AS@ * 1). 
Proof. For any A E 9Q, we have 
p * A(A) = j p(A - x) A(dx). 
X 
Therefore, if p * A(A) = 0, then A( {x E X, p(A - x) = 0)) = 1. This obser- 
vation gives the conclusion easily. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that (i) p is symmetric (i.e., p(A) = p(-A) for any 
A E 9(X)), (ii) AS@) =J,, and (iii) Joen cJ,. Then AS@ * A) = JO *A = 
f-Q@)* 
Proof. Let E be a linear Bore1 subspace of X. It follows from the 
convolution formula that 
p*A(E)=xp(E-x)A(E+x), 
where the summation is taken over all cosets of E. Therefore, since p is 
symmetric, p * I(E) = 1 implies that p(E) = 1. Hence by Lemma 1 we have 
J, = Jpaa, and so J, = J,,,, by assumption (iii). Moreover, we have 
AS(p) c AS@ * A) by Lemma 3 and AS(p * A) c J, til by Lemma 2. Since 
AS@) = J, by assumption (ii), the conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 5. Let ,u = p * A. Suppose that (i) p is symmetric and (ii) 
AS@) = AS@ * 4 = J,,,x, where I(A) = A(-A), A E 9(X). Then for ally in 
X, either p y=~ orpylP. 
Proof. Let E be a linear Bore1 subspace of X, 
,u * z(E) = c p(E - x)(/l * a(E + x), 
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where the summation is taken over all cosets of E. Hence, by assumption (i), 
p * x(E) = 1 if and only if p(E) = A* x(E) = 1. But 
,I*x(E)=xA(E-x)x(E+x) 
=xA(E-x)‘. 
Hence, 1* r(E) = 1 if and only if there exists x in X such that I(E - x) = 1. 
To show the assertion, if y E AS($), then by assumption (ii), AS@) is a 
linear space and so by Lemma 2(a), we have puy Z,U. On the other hand, if 
y 6Z AS@), then by assumption (ii) and Lemma 1, there exists a linear Bore1 
subspace E CX such that ,u * z(E) = 1 and y 6? E. But by the above 
paragraph, we get p(E) = 1 and there exists x in X such that 1(E - x) = 1. 
Therefore, 
P(E - xl = P,(E) 
=xp(E-z)l(E-X+Z) 
> P(E) W - xl 
= 1. 
Hence ,u(E - x) = 1. But (E-x) n (E-x - y) = 0 because y @ E. Thus 
,q,(E - x) = ,u(E - x - y) = 0 and it follows that ,u,, 1 ,U for any y & AS@). 
LEMMA 6. Let E and F be o-compact linear subspaces of a Hausdorff 
linear topological space X and E n F = 10). Let p,, p2 and A be Bore1 
probability measures on X such that p,(E) = p,(E) = 1, A(F) = 1 and p, 6 p2. 
Then p, * A < p2 * A and 
&, * A -- dp, o e 
dp,*1-dp, ’ 
where 8 is any map from X into itself such that B(x + y) = x for x in E and y 
in F. 
Proof Let g(z) = (dp,/dp,)(z). It follows from the u-compactness of E 
and F that g 0 8 is p2 * I-measurable. Moreover, the u-compactness of E + F 
implies that 9(E + F) is generated by the collection J= {A + B; A, B 
compact, A c E, B c F}. Since J is a multiplicative family, in order to 
prove the lemma, we need only to show that 
I g(@)) dp, * @I = ~1 * J(C) c 
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for C of the form A + B E .H. Now, 
pI * W + B) =!,,,~ 1, +A + Y) &AX) W9 
= I’ I’ lA(X) l,(Y) h(x) WY) 
-EXF- 
= P,(A) W 
= 1 g(x) 444 W 
-A 
=lEXF 1 g(x) 1, +,(x + Y> 42(x) WY) 
. . = d8cx + Y>> ‘A+Btx+ Y> dh(x) &(Y) 
= J A&z)) 4% * 4z>. A+B 
3. MAIN THEOREMS 
Let y be the Gaussian white noise and v the Poisson white noise on .Y’* as 
mentioned in Section 1. We assume that the Levy measure v for v satisfies 
JR u2 dq(u) < co. Let ,U denote the generalized white noise y * v on .ip*. Note 
that for <E 9, 
LEMMA 7. Suppose v is symmetric. Then J,, t L2(R) and J, c L’(R). 
ProoJ: Since v is symmetric, 
WI = exp 
I 
1 1 (cos(T(t)u> - 1) Mu) dt , 
R R I 
where v is symmetric. Let c,, E 9 and II& II+ 0. It follows from the fact 
Icw(t)~) - 1 I < U2W2 
that v^(&)+ 1, and so, &, -+ 0 in measure v. This shows that 
J, = (9, s,)’ c (,Y,II . II)’ = L2(iR). The same argument also yields 
J, c L*(iR). 
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THEOREM 1. For any w E Y*, either ,u, z ,u or ,u, 1 ,u. Moreover, 
lu, zp ifand only ifw E L*(lR). 
ProoJ: Suppose first that v is symmetric. If we substitute y for p and v for 
1 in Lemma 4, we see that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied since y is 
symmetric and J,, = AS(y) = L*(R), which follows from the dichotomy 
property of y, and Lemmas 2 and 7. By Lemma 7, condition (iii) is also 
satisfied. Therefore, we have AS@) = J,, = AS(y) = L*(R), which yields the 
assertion of the theorem immediately. 
For general u, consider ,U * ? with v” given by {((A) = 7(-A). By Lemma 3 
we have 
L*(IR) = AS(y) c AS@) c AS& * v”). 
Moreover, since v * d is symmetric, we have AS& * 9 = AS@ * (V * q) = 
L*(lR) by the previous paragraph. Hence AS(U) = AS(,u * q = J, tr; = L’(R), 
and so, by Lemma 5, the theorem follows. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose v is symmetric. Then there exists a linear subspace 
Mof.Y*suchthatu(M)=1andJ,~M=(0}. 
Proof. By Lemma 7, J, c L’(iR). Hence it is enough to find M such that 
MI? L*(R) = {O}. Define v, and v2 on ,Y*by 
co .co 
v, (4 = exp 
11 J 0 
-m (WWu) - 1) Mu) dt 
I 
7 
v2(0 = w {lo ,(a (cos(T(t)u) - 1) h(u) dt . 
-a, -m I 
Let D[O, co) be the Skorohod space of right-continuous functions having 
left-hand limit on [0, 00) with the Skorohod metric. There exists a Bore1 
probability measure P on D[O, co) (cf. Breiman [2]) such that X(t, g) = g(t), 
g E D[O, co) and t > 0, is a stationary process with independent increments 
and 
Eexp{iY(t)) = exp 
I 
t,fm_ (cos u - 1) d?(u) 1 . 
Let N consist of functions g in D[O, co) such that 
g(t) = *im c (g(s) - g(s-1) . I,-l,“,I,“]C(dS) - ds-NT n-* s<t 
where c denotes the complement, convergence is uniform on finite intervals 
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and for fixed n and t, (g(s) - g(s-) is different from zero only for finitely 
many s. We have P(N) = 1 since q is symmetric (cf. Breiman 12, Chap. 141). 
Define a linear operator T: N -+ .y * by 
T(g) = 27 g E N. 
It is easy to check that v, = P o T-l. Let M, = T(N). Of course, M, is vi- 
measurable and v,(M,) = 1. Suppose f E M, nL’(lR +). Then f = 2 for 
some g E N. By the Sobolev lemma (cf. Yosida [9, p. 174]), g is continuous. 
Thus, by the description of N, g = 0 and so, f = 0. This shows that 
M,nL*(R+)= 10). 
Consider the stochastic process 
Z(t) =X(-t), t < 0, 
and repeat the above argument to get M, such that v2(M2) = 1 and 
M, n L*(lF? -) = {O). Notice that for the above M, and M, we have 
(M,+M,)nL2(R)=M~nLZ(R+)+M2nL2(IF~). 
Therefore, for M = M, + M,, we have M n L*(R) = (0} and the lemma is 
proved. 
THEOREM 2. For any non-zero o in -ip*, v, I v. 
Proof. Let w E y* and w # 0. Put vs = v * V: If o 6? J,,, then by 
Lemma 1 there exists a linear Bore1 subspace E of 9” such that v’(E) = 1 
and w ~zG E. On the other hand, if w E J,,, we have also such a subspace E, 
i.e., E = M in Lemma 8. 
By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5, L+(E) = 1 implies that 
there exists o,, E y* such that v(E - oO) = 1. But (E - oO - w)n 
(E-o,)=@ because w 65 E. Hence v(E -coo-o)=O, i.e., 
v,(E - WJ = 0. Therefore, v, I v and the theorem is proved. 
In order to state Theorem 3 we need the following notation. Let 
{ & ; k > 1) be a sequence of functions in .y’ such that 5,(O) = 1 and 
C&(S) = 0 for IsI > k-‘. For w E ,40*, let 
and define 
qJ(O = p; (&(* -t), w> if the limit exists 
=o otherwise, 
if the expression makes sense and put B(o) = 0 otherwise. 
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In the proof of Theorem 3 we need the following observations. We will 
adopt the notation used in the proof of Lemma 8. 
Observation 1. If x is a continuous function and i = j for some 9 E M 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 8), then 1= j = 0. In fact, since x and y are right- 
continuous with left-hand limit, it is easy to check that y = x + c for some 
constant c. Hence y is continuous, and so, $ = 0 (cf. the proof of Lemma 8). 
Observation 2. If x is a continuous function, then aAt> = 0 for all t. 
Indeed, this is obvious when x is absolutely continuous. For continuous x, 
we apply the uniform approximation of x by absolutely continuous functions. 
Observation 3. 19(w) = 0 for any cu in M. To see this, let o = 9, y EN 
(cf. the proof of Lemma 8). Then we have 
y(t) = lim C (Y(S) - Y@->> lc-l,n,I,,,c(Y(s) - Y(s-1). 
n+oo o<s<t 
Note that since the limit is uniform on finite intervals, 
But a direct computation from the definition of a,,,(t) shows that 
a,,,(t) = y(t) - y(t-) for all t. Therefore we have 
and so t9(w) = 0. 
Observation 4. Ifp,~p,,thenp,*6,~p,*6,and 
THEOREM 3. There exists o. depending only on v such that for any 
h EL*(IR), 
(8(w+w,))=exp -~llhlj’+ (h,B(w+w,))/. 
I 
Moreover, w. is not unique and, when q is symmetric or finite, can be taken 
to be zero. 
Proof. Suppose q is symmetric. Since Y* is a Polish space, there exist 
u-compact linear subspaces E and F of 9 * such that y(E) = u(F) = 1, 
E c {o E 9 *; o = .?, x continuous} and F c M (cf. the proof of Lemma 8). 
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On the other hand, if r is not symmetric, there exists w0 such that 
v(F - q,) = 1 (cf. the proof of Lemma 5). It is easy to see that for symmetric 
or finite q, we can take w0 = 0. 
BY Observation 1, EnF= {O}. By Observations 2 and 3, 
B(w, + w2) = o, for any w, E E and o2 E F. Therefore, the theorem follows 
from Lemma 6 with p1 = y,,, pz = y and A = v * dUO and Observation 4. 
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